is the product of a non-negative polynomial and a Gaussian density. The density of a (PGDd) has many properties similar to a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution (GDj), but one-dimensional marginal distributions of (PGDj) are (PGDi). Analogously onedimensional densities of a polynomial-Gaussian process (PGP) are (PGD\). We investigate the differences and similarities between the Gaussian and non-Gaussian cases.
Introduction
Let X d = (Xi,..., Xd) denote a d-dimensional random variable with a non-degenerate distribution. We suppose that X\ has a polynomial-Gaussian distribution (PGD\), i.e. the density of X\ is the product of a non-negative polynomial and a Gaussian density; see Evans and Swartz (1994) .
Thus the density of X\ has the following form where a > 0 and P2i{x) is a non-negative polynomial of degree 21.
We will construct a d-dimensional polynomial-Gaussian distribution (PGDd) in such a way that various properties of Gaussian vectors are preserved.
Let the density of X^ be the product of a non-negative polynomial in x\ and a d-dimensional Gaussian density where K, = [fc rs ]^s =1 is a symmetric, positive definite dxd matrix, A = K P2l{x\) is a non-negative polynomial in x\, x^ = (xi,..., x<f) € R d , and /(x^) denotes a d-dimensional Gaussian density.
In Section 2 we find the characteristic function of X^ and the moments of the first and second order of X^. We show that all the one-dimensional marginal distributions of (PGDd) are (PGD\ are independent. We show that for (PGDd) vectors the random variables Xi,X 2 ,... ,Xd are independent iff they are uncorrected.
Section 3 is devoted to the properties of sums of independent (PGDd) vectors.
In Section 4 we give a characterization of (PGDd) .
In Section 5 we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for characteristic functions.
In Section 6 we construct a stochastic process such that the one-dimensional distributions of this process are (PGDi).
There are various generalizations of Gaussian distributions and Gaussian processes, see for example Johnson and Kotz' monograph (1972) . The general idea of these generalizations is to introduce new forms, but, on the other hand, to preserve as far as possible the properties which hold in the Gaussian case such as the properties of linear transformations, the properties of marginal distributions, conditional distributions, the equivalence between the independence of random variables and the vanishing of the correlation coefficients.
The distribution given by (1.2) belongs to the class named "conditionally Gaussian", considered for example by Liptser and Shiryaev (1978) . Some properties of (PGD1) were considered by Plucinska (1999) .
The characteristic function corresponding to (1.2) is given by (2.5) and is the product of a polynomial and an exponential function. Characteristic functions of such a form were considered by Lukacs (1970) , who gave a sufficient condition for the product of a polynomial and an exponential function to be a characteristic function. In Section 5 we give a necessary and sufficient condition.
Properties of (PGDd) vectors
We will consider some special form of the polynomial P2i{x). It is known that every polynomial can be represented as a linear combination of Hermite polynomials. Thus we will put <"> »<*)-!¡¿i»-Formula (2.1) indicates some assumptions we make on the coefficients of the polynomial P21• Of course the coefficients c r are such that P21 > 0 and \Rd /(xd)dxd = 1. Throughout the paper we will consider the density ( We shall use the properties of characteristic functions for linear transformations. In order to calculate
we solve (2.3) with respect to X\,X2,... ,X d . This system is a Cramer system and thus there exists a unique solution and Y r (r > 1) have Gaussian distributions. Therefore the characteristic function <p can be written in the form
The first factor on the right-hand side in (2.6) is the characteristic function of (PGD\), and each remaining factor is the characteristic function of a Gaussian distribution. Now we are going to find the coefficients b\ r (r > 1). By the Cramer formula In view of (2.7),
Suppose that (2.8) holds for r <n. We are going to prove that
By (2.7) and the induction assumption we have bl,n+l = (-irK.n+ii-l) 71 " 1^ -a n _i )n+ i(-l)"-2 6 lin _i
"Tft'l.n+l/V-n+i^+i «l.n+l/^n+l.n+lJ kn Formula (2.8) follows from (2.5'), (2.6) and (2.7).
• PROPOSITION 
Every 6-dimensional (6 < d) marginal distribution of (PGDd) is (PGDg). The characteristic function of the one-dimensional marginal distribution for every s <d has the form

It is easy to compute that cov (X S X T ) = k sr + (2c 2 -cf)
The condition cov (X s X r ) = 0 and (2.18) imply that (2.19) k sr = 0 forr^s. 
By (2.19) we have
.,Z2i
and to the knowledge of EX{ (r < 21). Sometimes it is more convenient to use the parameters ci,..., C21, sometimes zi,..., Z21 and sometimes EX{ (r < 21). We use the abbreviated denotation
PGDd (21, K., Z21)
in order to show the dependence on parameters. 
Then X^ + X^ has the distribution
where T] = 
The characterization of (PGDd)
Now we are going to give a characterization of (PGDd) by the independence of linear forms in a triangular system.
We shall use the following lemma (see Plucinska 
Conditions for characteristic functions
In this Section we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a function which is the product of a polynomial and an exponential function to be a characteristic function.
Let L™ (x) denote Laguerre's polynomials defined by Then using (5.2), after some simple calculations, we get (5.1).
• 6. Polynomial-Gaussian processes We will construct a stochastic process X = (X t , t\ > 0) such that the onedimensional distributions of X are (PGD\).
We shall consider two cases. We define a stochastic process X in the following way: £ = i>ti)= + t > ti) . 
Case B
Now we shall consider a special case of the above. Namely let W = (Wt, t > 0) be a Wiener process independent of X tl . Let X = (Wt-ti + X tl , t > t\). It follows from the previous considerutions that the process X has the following properties: 1) X is conditionally Gaussian, i.e. the conditional distribution of Xt d \ X^,..., Xt d _ 1 is Gaussian for ii < ¿2 < • • • < ¿d • Conditionally Gaussian processes axe considered for example by Liptser and Shiryaev (1978) .
2) The coefficients a TS have the following form Qrs = 0 for r = 1,..., s -2; s > 3;
a>s-2,s-i = 1-
Thus X is a process with independent increments. 3) X is a martingale.
4) The moments of X have the form: = «2i(i?)ex P< -r
